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Standard phonological theory classifies l-sounds and r-sounds together as liquids based on their patterning 
rather than on their phonetic properties. On the one hand, rhotics are known to be extremely variable in their 
phonetic realization so that it is difficult to determine which features they share with laterals (Wiese 2011: 
713). On the other hand, the feature [lateral] is so peculiar that it refers to only one type of sounds, as 
opposed to other manner features which are active at all major places of articulation. In this paper, we 
examine the behavior of the lateral consonant in Tarifit Berber in relation with the coronal rhotic. We argue 
that the phonological proprieties of  these segments can be explained by means of a set of Elements (Harris, 
1994, Backeley 2011), which account for the lenition process whereby /l/ surfaces as [r] in the onset and 
coda positions (see 1a) while /r/ deletes in the coda (see 1b). We show that the lenition process results from 
the loss of one element in the melodic structure: the deletion of the closure element |ʔ| turns /l/ into [r]. When 
underlying /r/ loses its coronality, vowel lengthening (or diphthongization) occurs. The process is 
schematized in (2). 
(1) a. /l/ > [r] 
     /ul/              >   [ur]            ‘heart’  
 /lhna/   >   [rəhna]  ‘peace’ 
 /xlf/ >   [xrəf]  ‘replace’ 
 /zzˤlˤ/ >   [zzˤər]  ‘lie down’ 
      b. /r/ > Ø 
 /dˤar/ >   [dˤa:]  ‘leg’ 
 /aʁzar/ >   [aʁza:]  ‘river’ 
 /atbir/       >   [æðbɛæ]  ‘pigeon’ 
 /argaz/ >   [aːjaz]  ‘man’ 
(2) Rhotacism      
     /l/   —> /r/ —> Ø  

    |R|  |R|  |R|               
     |ʔ |  |ʔ | 

The lateral never surfaces in native words, neither in the onset nor in the coda position. It is found only in 
loanwords, mainly from Arabic, such as in [ʒamal] ‘proper name’, [llah] ‘God’, [θalubant] (< lluban, Ar.) 
‘ruby’, and [lʕasir] (< ʕasir, Ar.) ‘juice’. It is also attested in the neighboring varieties, a few kilometers away 
from the variety studied here (i.e. the variety spoken in Nador). In contrast, the coronal rhotic is retained in 
the onset position, while its deletion in the coda causes the lengthening of the preceding vowel, just like in 
English [kɑː] ‘car’ and [kɑːtrɪdʒ] ‘cartridge’. 
Based on alternations like [fa:n] ‘sort - aorist’ /  [fa:rrən] ‘sort - imperfective’, it is argued that /r/ is 
underlyingly present in the coda position, and that it contains the element |A| in addition to coronality. 
Without assuming an underlying /r/ which undergoes deletion in  [fa:n], it is difficult to explain why it shows 
up as a geminate in the corresponding imperfective form.  
When geminated or contained within a cluster, /r/ remains unchanged whereas /l/ surfaces as [ʤ] (see 
examples in (3)). Following Honeybone (2005) and Ulfsbjorninn & Lahrouchi (2016), we argue that /l/ and /
r/ resist lenition when sharing their elements in a branching structure, as shown in (4). 
(3) No rhotacism  
  /xllf/ >   [xəʤəf] ‘replace (imperfective)’ 
  /frrn/ >   [farrən] ‘sort (imperfective)’ 
  /ultma/     >   [uʧma] ‘my sister’ 



(4)      C  V  C 
         \    / 
           ʔ 
           R 
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